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Abstract

New designs for microfluidic channels to be integrated with small scale affinity

sensors for analytical applications are provided. Theoretical approaches demonstrate

efficient and uniform mass- transfer of the analyte from the bulk flow to small scale

affinity sensors in the base of fluidic channels by (i) active control of the analyte

flow speed over the affinity sensor, (ii) non-rectangular channel geometries and (iii)

non-uniform distributions of recognition binding sites over the active area of the

sensor. The methodology reported provides generic strategies that can be exploited

for small scale sensors in single or multiplex formats.

Key words: affinity sensor, microfluidics, mass transfer, laminar flow, biosensor,

fluidic channel, detection, design optimisation, recognition molecule, analyte

depletion
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[A] analyte concentration

[A0] input analyte concentration

α binding/convection number

[B] bound analyte concentration

D diffusion coefficient

Da Damköhler number

g(x) active/inactive area boundary

Gz Graetz number

H(x) Heaviside function

H channel height

ka forward rate constant

κ adsorption capacity

L channel length

ng inner normal of the active/inactive interface

p, p1, p2 pressure fields

S active area

t time variable

u(t) variable flow velocity
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U mean flow velocity

W (x) channel width

[X] receptor concentration

[X0] initial receptor concentration

[Xs](x) variable receptor concentration

x, y, z spatial variables

1 Introduction

Integrated affinity sensors, within microfluidic structures, are receiving much

attention for life science and environmental analytical science applications

[1, 2]. These affinity sensors are typically positioned in the base of a fluidic flow

channel over which an analyte solution is passed. The detection of the analyte

on the sensor is dependent upon a recognition-binding event, most typically

antibody-antigen or DNA hybridisation, where the recognition molecules for

the analyte are attached to the surface of the sensor. The recognition molecule-

analyte complex is detected on the sensor, for example by optical means (i.e.

fluorescence [3] or surface plasmon resonance [4]). These integrated affinity

sensors have two key applications i) the evaluation of binding parameters for

biomolecular recognition between one immobilised molecule and another in so-

lution (as developed by companies such as Biacore), and ii) the quantification

of low levels of analyte by association with a recognition molecule that is im-

mobilised on the sensor. The fluidic structures and the operation requirements
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used for these affinity sensor systems are quite different. The fluidic structures

integrated with affinity sensors for the evaluation of the binding parameters

for biomolecular recognition have been well considered [5, 6]. Here the rate of

change of the affinity sensor signal must correspond to the kinetic parameters

that are defined by the biomolecular recognition event. For affinity sensors

used in quantification, the ideal highly sensitive detection is one where the

majority of the analyte is uniformly associated and transported to the affinity

sensor surface.

Recently, there has been much effort focused on the reduction of the size of

these integrated affinity sensor devices [7]; this provides i) the potential to

use arrays of parallel sensors for the quantification of multiple analytes si-

multaneously [8, 9], ii) reduced sample volumes and iii) approaches for more

sensitive detection and rapid analysis times [10]. While there has been signifi-

cant effort focused on a reduction of the sensor size [11], far less attention has

been placed on improvement of the design of the microfluidic elements of the

integrated system. This is a very important design consideration, especially

where the sensor size and/or analyte volume is small and where optimum,

highly sensitive levels of detection are needed. Indeed advantages achieved in

sensor sensitivity will be fruitless if strategies to incorporate improved analyte

transport are neglected.

Typically, transport of the analyte to the sensor in an integrated microfluidic

device is dominated by molecular diffusion within a stable laminar flow. Be-

cause diffusion is the only method for delivering the analyte to the recognition

molecules on the sensor surface, the replenishment of the analyte at the sensor

surface is subject to mass transport limitations, as elegantly demonstrated by

Caelen et al. [12] and Goldstein et al. [13]. However, several mechanical and
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physical strategies have been implemented to achieve more efficient transport

of the analyte to the sensor surface, some of the most effective are based

upon methods for mixing of the analyte within the flow chamber by incor-

porating a passive or active micromixer [14, 15]. For example Abrantes et

al. [16] demonstrated that, by periodically pulsing the analyte solution in a

’forward-backward’ flow in serpentine channels, higher yields of analyte could

be measured on the sensor patches. Vijayendran et al. [17] demonstrated that

the integration of three-dimensional serpentine channels, which are passive

mixers, would improve the yield of analyte detected at the sensor. In a re-

cent study [18], a channel with slanted groove/herringbone ridges patterned

in the top of the channel [19] was combined with a microfluidic sensor, this

approach provided much better analyte detection limits, with an improvement

of 26-46%. An innovative active mixer strategy has been reported by Jennisen

and Zumbrink, where a bubble was introduced into the channel in front of

the analyte fluid. The bubble was moved over the sensor through the fluid

and this created a ’mixing’ vortex sheet between a fluid layer close to the

sensor surface and the bulk analyte fluid [20]. This simple, but innovative ap-

proach resulted in very good transport of the analyte to the sensor surface

and effective mixing.

While some effort has been focused on improved mixing and transport of the

analyte to the sensor surface, all these systems are designed for conditions

where sufficient volumes of analyte fill the channel. More often than not the

volume of analyte is limited and this needs to be injected as a short ’plug’ (the

case considered below in this paper). Little design consideration has been given

to the effects of depletion of the sample as it moves along the channel over the

affinity sensor. For channel heights in the low micrometer range and a small
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analyte plug, the depletion of the analyte in the bulk flow becomes significant

[21]. The resulting analyte association to the active area of the affinity sensor

is non-uniform and this can lead to a less robust and sensitive integrated

affinity sensor system. This is particularly true for fluorescence based sensor

systems where high concentrations of fluorescently labelled analyte are prone

to quenching [22] and the yield of emission from the fluorophores is non-linear

with the absorption cross-section of the excitation light.

In this paper new microfluidic approaches and designs are considered where

both high yield and uniform association of the analyte over the affinity sensors

are provided. These simple designs and strategies for a microfluidic flow chan-

nel will lead to an improved sensor response. The design is suitable for use

with small volumes of reagent on small scale sensor devices. This is becoming

increasingly important with the requirement for multiplex analysis of small

samples of biological origin.

2 Theoretical Model

The theoretical model, used both to establish the mass transfer of the analyte

to the affinity sensor from the bulk flow in the microchannel and to maintain

the uniformity of the associated analyte bound to the recognition molecules,

for both (i) integrated microfluidic channels conventionally used with affinity

sensors and (ii) optimised fluidic - affinity sensor formats, is presented here.

The aim in this work is not to create a highly specialized mathematical model

of a specific analyte system, but rather to create approaches that contain

the main elements of the physical system and that can be easily exploited

to identify and understand the optimal conditions for an integrated affinity -
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microfluidic sensor design and usage.

Analytes in microfluidic affinity biosensors are transported by pressure driven

flow over a stationary affinity sensor. The predominant processes, which dic-

tate the behaviour of the analyte, include molecular diffusion and convection

as well as binding to recognition molecules on the sensor surface. A schematic

representation of a fluidic channel and integrated affinity sensor, showing the

active area, along with the corresponding co-ordinates and dimensions, is given

in Figure B.1.

The transport of analytes in the fluid is described using the established equa-

tion [23]

∂ [A]

∂t
+ u⃗ · ∇ [A] = D∆ [A] (1)

where [A] is the concentration of the analyte, u⃗ is the flow velocity and D

is the constant diffusion coefficient. The behaviour of the analyte molecules

in the fluidic channel is described by convective transport of the analytes in

the fluid flow and molecular diffusion. The analytes are to be transported by

pressure driven flow, and the flow velocity is governed by the Navier-Stokes

equations. The small characteristic length of microfluidic channels provides a

small Reynolds number [24] and this dictates that viscous effects dominate

over inertia effects. So the inertia terms in the Navier-Stokes equations are

neglected [25] and a stable laminar flow profile is obtained.

For the recognition process on the sensor surface, the simplest, 1 : 1 analyte

to recognition molecule binding event is considered. In addition the model is

restricted to irreversible association or where the rate of dissociation is so slow

that it can be neglected.

A+X
ka⇀B
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where the analyte A binds to the immobilised active recognition binding site

X to form the recognition molecule-analyte complex B. The constant ka is

the rate constant for the bimolecular reaction between the analyte and the

recognition molecules. By the law of mass action, the rate of formation of the

complex B on the sensor surface is

∂ [B]

∂t
= ka [A] |s [X] (2)

where [X] and [B] are the sensor surface concentration of the free and occu-

pied recognition molecule sites, respectively, and [A] |s is the value of [A], the

volume concentration in the fluid, at the surface. In addition, each surface

attached recognition molecule is either occupied by an analyte molecule or

free, so that

[B]+ [X] = [X0] (3)

where [X0] is the total concentration of recognition molecules.

It is assumed that, i) the laws of mass conservation apply, ii) the transfer of

analyte from the bulk solution to the sensor surface is purely by diffusion and

convection, iii) there is no initial surface concentration of analyte associated

on the active area of the sensor and iv) the transfer of analyte from the fluid

is balanced by the rate of analyte association on the active area. Hence at the

active surface of the sensor

D
∂ [A]

∂y

∣∣∣∣∣
s

=
∂ [B]

∂t
(4)

From the equations 2 , 3 and 4 it follows that

∂ [A]

∂y
=

ka
D

[A] |s([X0]− [B]). (5)

Equation 5, together with equation 4, forms the boundary conditions for equa-
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tion 1 on the active surface; the additional boundary conditions include no

movement of analyte across non-active channel walls ([A]y = 0 and [A]z = 0)

and no diffusive movement of analyte across the channel exit ([A]x = 0) (here

[A]y = ∂ [A] /∂y has been introduced as a shorthand notation).

In contrast to much of the published theoretical work in this field [26, 5], a

continuous analyte input is not used. Instead, an analyte ’plug’ is injected in

a pulse of time, λ, so that at the entrance to the channel

[A](0, y, z, t) = [A0]H(t)H(λ− t) (6)

where [A0] is the initial concentration of the analyte and H is the Heaviside

function.

To gain insight into the behaviour of the mathematical model, the governing

equations and boundary conditions are nondimensionalised with the following

variables: x = Lx̄, y = Hȳ, z = Wz̄, [A] = [A0] ¯[A], [X] = [X0] ¯[X], [B] =

[X0] ¯[B] and t = L
U
t̄, where U is the mean velocity of the flow through the

channel. (Other feasible nondimensionalisation approaches are also possible

and have been applied for different analysis problems, where they are better

suited [21, 27].) In this case the resulting problem is :

¯[A]t̄ + ⃗̄u · ∇ ¯[A]=
LD

UH2

(
H2

L2
¯[A]x̄x̄ +

¯[A]ȳȳ +
H2

W 2
¯[A]z̄z̄

)
(7)

¯[A]ȳ

∣∣∣
s
=

kaH [X0]

D
¯[A]|s(1− ¯[B]) (8)

¯[B]t̄ =
D ¯[A]0L

H ¯[X]0U
¯[A]ȳ

∣∣∣
s
. (9)

(For the ease of readability the bar atop the nondimensional variables is ne-

glected from now on.)
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For most microfluidic channels the height is much smaller than the width

and length. It is therefore reasonable to neglect the diffusion in the x and z

direction, as H/L → 0 and H/W → 0. In addition, it is only considered that

analyte is introduced in short pulses into the channel and hence it is assumed

that λU/L is small.

There are then two central nondimensional parameters, the Graetz number,

Gz and the Damköhler number, Da. These are defined as:

Gz :=
H2U

LD
=

diffusion time

residence time

Da :=
kaH [X0]

D
=

binding rate

diffusion rate
.

The Graetz number, Gz is a measure for the relative importance of diffusion

and convection. For Gz ≪ 1 all analyte molecules have enough time to diffuse

to the recognition molecules attached on the surface of the sensor. As a con-

sequence, the concentration profile is fully developed, while for Gz ≫ 1 many

analyte molecules flow through the device without encountering the recog-

nition molecules on the sensor surface and the channel is said to be in the

’entrance region’. The Damköhler number, Da, relates the rate of transport to

the recognition molecules on the surface to the rate of binding. For Da ≪ 1

the rate of binding is much slower than diffusion and the system is said to be

binding limited, while for Da ≫ 1 the diffusion is much slower than the rate

of binding and the system is diffusion limited.

A third important nondimensional parameter is the relative adsorption capac-

ity, κ, defined by

κ := [X0] / [A0]H

which describes the relationship between the recognition molecule concentra-
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tion and the bulk concentration.

For the sensor applications of interest here, where small samples are used,

the devices are designed such that a large adsorption capacity value applies.

To achieve this it is assumed that the recognition molecules attached on the

sensor surface are at a high concentration and the total available is far in excess

of the amount of analyte. The concentration will remain almost constant, at

[X0], throughout the measurement, thus every analyte molecule reaching the

sensor surface has the same opportunity to bind to a recognition molecule.

This model is now used to optimise the behaviour of integrated affinity sensors

with respect to two quantities, namely the spatial uniformity of the analyte,

and the fraction of analyte associated to recognition molecules on the sensor

surface.

The numerical calculations are done with the PDE package COMSOL Multi-

physics 3.2 (COMSOL AB, Stockholm, Sweden) and with MATLAB 7.1 (The

Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).

3 Rectangular channel with constant parameters

In the first instance the theoretical performance of the reported integrated mi-

crofluidic - multisensor system of Hua et al. [2] was evaluated. Although this

system has an excellent detection limit, below 1ng/l for estrone, the design of

the microfluidic elements had not been optimised. For this study, the dimen-

sion of the theoretical model is reduced by assuming that the analyte transport

and association on the active area is uniform over the complete width of the

device. For the multisensor channel of Hua et al., where the width,W , is about
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140 times the height, H, this is a sensible assumption as 3D effects would only

be important very close to the side wall boundaries. This reduction of the

governing equation 7 leads to the following equation,

[A]t +u [A]x =
1

Gz
[A]yy (10)

where the velocity, u is only dependent on the channel height and represents

the parabolic flow profile.

The diffusion coefficient for small molecules and many proteins is of the or-

der of 5 · 10−11m2s−1 [28]. The multisensor of [2] is 35µm high and every

sensor patch is 1.5mm long. The average flow velocity is 14mms−1 which

yields a Graetz number of 228. The sensor clearly operates in the ’entrance

region’ and less than 10% of the analyte molecules reach the affinity sensor

surface to bind to recognition molecules. For many antibody-antigen interac-

tions ka is between 1 · 105 to 8 · 105 Ms−1 [29]. With a receptor concentration

[X0] = 7 ·10−8molm−2 a Damköhler number of between 5 and 40 is estimated:

the system is diffusion limited. Figure B.2 illustrates the expected result for a

continuous analyte input, where the analyte concentration contours are shown:

the majority of the analyte molecules flow through the device without encoun-

tering recognition molecules on the sensor surface and the analyte molecules

that reach the surface, bind almost immediately. This means that a large

amount of the analyte will travel through the integrated fluidic-sensor device

and will be undetected. Simulations performed with an analyte pulse of 1s

and a rate constant ka = 8 · 105Ms−1 show that less than 5% of the analyte

will be bound by the receptor molecules on the surface. Such a configuration

might be appropriate to establish the rate constant for the physical interac-

tion between the analyte and the recognition molecule attached to the affinity
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sensor, for instance in a Biacore sensor [30]. However, where highly sensitive

quantification of analytes is the aim, then an alternative strategy for analyte

handling is required.

The first step to improve the system would be to provide a strategy to increase

the fraction of analytes that travel to the recognition molecules on the sensor

surface. A further reduction in channel height and fluid flow velocity are the

most feasible options to reduce the Graetz number. The integrated device

operates in the, so called, fully developed region. The concentration of analyte

associated on the affinity sensor, in the fully developed region, is dependent on

the reaction rate constant. For analytes with high rate constants, almost 100%

binding of analyte would be expected. This high yield comes at the expense of

the uniformity of the analyte associated over the sensor surface; a large fraction

of the analyte is bound by recognition molecules at the ’front’ of the affinity

sensor patch, over which the analyte plug first travels. For slower reactions less

analyte is associated and this results in non-depleted analyte plugs. The slower

the reaction the better is the uniformity of the sensor-associated analyte, but

less analyte is associated in total. Whilst the model can be used to define the

optimal flow rate and channel height for high levels of bound analyte on the

affinity sensor, there is not a straight-forward method to achieve both high

and uniform analyte association. Design concepts, to achieve this for affinity

sensors in integrated microfluidic systems, are now considered as well as fluidic

channel geometries and protocols to offset the decrease in plug concentration

of the analyte along the channel.
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4 Design optimisation

Highly sensitive small scale affinity sensors are of limited value without con-

sideration of the microfluidic elements for analyte transport. Optimal sensor

response will be obtained by achieving, i) a uniform coverage of the affinity

sensor with analyte and ii) high yields of analyte associated on the affinity

sensor surface. Approaches investigated include those that exploit the fluid

flow speed, the density of the recognition molecules on the active area and

finally, the most simple practically realistic solution, new designs of the mi-

crofluidic channels. Only fully developed systems where the Graetz number is

much smaller than 1, a ’binding limited system’, are considered.

4.1 Fluid flow speed

The first scenario considered is where the flow rate of the analyte, through the

channel over the affinity sensor, is reduced as it travels over the active surface.

For the case with a small Graetz number, the analyte plug concentration, [A] is

considered to be constant across the channel height. Thus [A] depends only on

the distance along the channel, x and time, t. This analyte plug moves along

the channel with the average flow velocity. The equation 10 is integrated over

the height of the channel and equation 8 is used to yield

∂ [A]

∂t
+ u(t)

∂ [A]

∂x
=− 1

H

kaL [X0]

U
[A](1− [B]) (11)

∂ [B]

∂t
=

kaL [A0]

U
[A](1− [B]) (12)

where [A](x, t) is the average concentration in the channel, U is the initial

velocity and u(t) describes the variation from the initial velocity (u(0) = 1).
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From equation 12, the bound concentration, [B] can be determined in terms

of the bulk concentration [A]

[B](x, t) = 1− exp

(
−
∫ t

0

kaL [A0]

U
[A](x, t)dt

)
. (13)

For systems with a large relative absorption capacity, κ, [B] is small and thus

can be ignored in equation 11. In these circumstances [A] is now independent of

the surface site concentration, thus the behaviour is described by a travelling

wave where the height is only dependent on the time it needs to reach the

point x

[A](x, t)= e−α(t−t1)H
(∫ t

0
u(t)dt− x

)
H
(
x−

∫ t

λ
u(t)dt

)
(14)

with t1 defined by the equation
∫ t
t1
u(t) = x. The nondimensional binding/con-

vection number, α, is

α =
Da

Gz
=

kaL [X0]

HU
=

binding rate

convection rate
. (15)

The capture fraction, F , of analyte can be calculated through F := 1 −

exp(−α) and thus for a high binding/convection number, α, a yield of bound

analyte of almost 100% will be achieved. Having determined the analyte con-

centration, [A], as determined in equation 14, this can be inserted into equation

13 and be used to establish how best to moderate the flow rate of the analyte

plug over the affinity sensor to obtain a constant value for the bound analyte

[B] over the affinity sensor active area. In this case, this is equivalent to seeking

∫ T

0
[A](x, t)dt = const (16)

for all values of x and for T sufficiently large. (Note that this approxima-

tion will break down if [A0] is so high that the condition of a large relative
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absorption capacity is invalid.)

The variation of flow speed with time u(t) that makes equation 16 valid is

sought. The variable flow speed for 0 ≤ t ≤ T is established by using the

approximation

u(t) = exp(−at) (17)

where a is a free parameter and a least-square optimisation is performed.

This is a natural and very robust approach to compensate for the exponential

decrease of the analyte concentration. The optimal condition is where the flow

speed is gradually reduced as the analyte plug passes over the affinity sensor;

thus there is more time for the analyte to bind as the plug concentration

depletes along the active area.

Figure B.3 contains plots of the simulated results for the rectangular channel

where the flow speed of the analyte plug over the sensor is constant (section 3)

and that for the optimised variable flow speed obtained using the approach

described here. The density of analyte associated over the length of the affinity

sensor is almost uniform and the amount of analyte associated is greater than

for the constant case (section 3). Although an approximate model was used

for the optimisation, where the large absorption capacity was exploited, these

simulations have been performed with a full 1D model including diffusion and

the reduction of surface site concentration. Thus the simplifications used are

reasonable.

Up to a value of around α = 0.7 this approach gives a very uniform surface

coverage and also a large increase in the capture fraction. For α = 0.7 about

75% of the analyte is captured at the active surface which is an improve-

ment of about 50% over the constant flow speed case. For larger values of the
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nondimensional binding/convection number, α this optimization still yields

a uniform density of bound analyte over the majority of the affinity sensor,

however the density drops dramatically at the last part of the active area. The

ansatz u is not flexible enough to counter the near complete depletion of the

analyte plug under these conditions. To achieve uniform analyte coverage on

the affinity sensor, for this case, a more complex and powerful representation

of the flow speed is needed.

4.2 Recognition molecule concentration

The second approach considered (for microfluidic sensor design optimisation)

was the distribution of recognition molecules over the active area of the sensor.

More specifically, how a variation in the density of these covalently attached

molecules along the active area of the sensor can be exploited to result in

uniform yields of associated analyte over the active area of the sensor.

The total receptor concentration is taken to be [X0] [Xs](x) where [X0] is the

concentration at the outlet and [Xs](x) describes the variation of density of

recognition molecules attached along the active area of the sensor ([Xs](1) =

1). By increasing the density of covalently attached recognition molecules along

the sensor surface it may then be possible to achieve a uniform density of

associated analyte after an analyte plug has been passed over it. For these

studies the flow velocity of the analyte is constant.

A similar analysis, as in section 4.1, results in equations describing the analyte,

[A], and the associated analyte, [B], as a function of distance along the channel,

x, and time, t.
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[A](x, t)= exp
(
−α

∫ x

0
[Xs](x)dx

)
H (t− x)H (x− t+ λ) (18)

[B](x, t)= [Xs](x)
(
1− exp

(
−λ

α

κ
[A](x, t)

))
(19)

In this case it is necessary to optimise over the whole expression and seek the

function [Xs](x) so that

[B](x, t) = const (20)

for all x and for t sufficiently large. Again a least-squares optimisation is used

with the following object function

[Xs](x) = exp(−a(1− x)). (21)

In the first example, described in section 3, the concentration of surface at-

tached recognition molecules, attached at the sensor at the channel exit and

entrance, is constant. To achieve a more uniform association of analyte over

the sensor surface, a lower density of recognition molecules is covalently at-

tached to the front of the active area of the sensor over which the analyte

will first traverse. The density of the attached recognition molecules increases

across the active area of the sensor. For the purposes of our study, the density

of surface attached recognition molecules at the exit is considered to be the

same as for the system considered in section 3. Thus the model provides a spa-

tial limitation for the rate of association of the analyte with the recognition

molecules as a function of the position over the sensor.

Figure B.4 shows simulation results for the full 1D model. Under these con-

ditions the density of analyte, associated over the whole length of the active

surface, is constant. As expected, the total analyte yield that is associated is

lower than for the case where the active area is patterned with a uniform den-
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sity of recognition molecules (at the maximal density of the former case). Thus

as expected, the ansatz 21, used to establish the density gradient of recogni-

tion molecules over the active surface of the sensor, leads to a reduction in the

number of available binding sites. The reduction of the concentration of recog-

nition molecules, [X0] [Xs](0) at the channel entrance leads automatically to a

reduction of α. Thus even systems with analytes having high rate constants

for the reaction with the recognition molecules can be optimised.

Equation 19 can be used to evaluate the impact of input concentration of

the analyte, [A0], on the required recognition molecule density on the surface.

The optimal surface site concentration was calculated for a single input con-

centration [A0], these results were then used to examine the effect of different

analyte input concentrations on the surface coverage of associated analyte

over the sensor. For lower input concentrations, there was no visible effect on

the uniformity of the associated analyte density. The same is true for higher

concentrations of up to 10 times the initial input analyte concentration. How-

ever, if even higher concentrations are used the approach fails because the

prerequisite of a high capacity system is violated.

4.3 Channel shape and active area

A more practical solution, as compared to the approaches discussed in sec-

tions 4.1 and 4.2, is the utilisation of a non-rectangular channel and active

area to increase the transport of the analyte to the recognition molecules at-

tached to the active area of the sensor. The design for the channel will firstly

be non rectangular and secondly have a sensor active area, with a uniform

density of recognition molecules, in the lower surface of the channel.
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Figure B.5 shows a birds-eye view representation of a tapered channel, as-

sumed to be of constant height, and with the parameter conventions indi-

cated. The lower surface is divided into a region with no recognition molecules

(shown in white) and a region with uniform recognition molecules attached to

the active area (shown in grey). Different geometries of the channel (W (x))and

shapes for the active area of the sensor on the base of the channel (g(x)) are

considered. A tapered channel is used, and thus streamlines shown in the fig-

ure represent the analyte in the bulk flow that crosses from the peripheral

edges of the channel over the active area of the sensor. Utilisation of a channel

and integrated sensor of this geometry provides continuous replenishment of

analytes to the active area along the channel; this was considered to offer the

advantage of reducing the effects of depletion of the analyte concentration in

the bulk, due to binding with recognition molecules on the active area.

For this case, the following equation describes the temporal variation of the

analyte concentration in the channel: taking into account the convection with

the flow and the binding of the analyte to the recognition molecules on the

active area of the sensor.

∂ [A]

∂t
+ u [A]x +w [A]z = −χ(x, z)

1

H

kaL [X0]

U
[A](1− [B])

with the active region described by χ(x, z) = 1 for 0 ≤ z ≤ g(x) and zero oth-

erwise. In solving the problem we shall assume that the channel is symmetric

and hence only show the region 0 ≤ z ≤ W (x).

The system, compared to the previous ones (section 4.1 and 4.2), has the

added complexity that the fluid velocity in both the x and z directions must

be considered. However, by using the appropriate thin film theory [25], the

velocity is dependent only on the gradient of the pressure. As a result of
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mass conservation, the pressure, p, obeys the Laplace equation. The boundary

conditions are then p = c1, p = c2, pz = 0 and pn = 0 at the channel entrance,

channel exit, the middle of the channel and the channel wall, respectively.

Microfluidic channels with tapering regions were used as a starting point for

these studies; these channels are defined through the solutions p1 = z2−x2 and

p2 = log(x2+z2)/2 to the Laplace equation. To fulfil the boundary conditions,

the channel side wall geometries are matched with the orthogonal trajectories

of the pressure isobars in the channels, and this thus defines the dimensions

of the channel entrance and exit. The pressure, p1, defines a channel with

an exponential decrease in width, while p2 defines a channel with a linear

decrease in width, as indicted in figure B.6. The only difference between these

two channel structures, as compared with the originally proposed channel

(figure B.5), is at the channel entrance and exit, which are no longer straight

lines. The deviation resulting from a difference in a vertical inlet and outlet,

compared to the shaped ones, will only have a small effect on the resulting

flow velocity. These two different channel designs provide enough flexibility

to evaluate how the tapering geometry of the channel impacts on the yield of

analyte that is transferred from the bulk fluid flow to the active area of the

sensor.

Optimisation of the design of both the channel and the shape of the active

area of the sensor would require a full numerical evaluation, but this was not

likely to provide sufficient insight to be valuable. Thus a simplified approach

was taken. Rather than optimising both, the shape of the channel, W (x),

is fixed and only the optimal shape of the active area, g(x), is established

theoretically. The objective is to achieve a high yield and uniform density of

associated analyte on the active surface. Thus, to a first approximation, a
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uniform flux of analyte across the active/inactive interface along the channel

is required.

The active/inactive interface is defined as g(x) and the conditions, that the

active/inactive interface leaves a clear channel opening, g(x = 0) = 0 and

extends across the entire channel at the exit g(x = 1) = W (x = 1), are

imposed. The approximate optimisation problem is formulated in the following

way. The active/inactive interface, g(x), is determined such that

u · ng = const (22)

where u is the flow velocity at the interface and ng is the normal to the inter-

face g. With the analytic description of the flow speed determined from the

pressure fields, this leads to an ordinary differential equation for g(x). MAT-

LAB 7.1 is used to solve this non-linear boundary value problem numerically.

The solutions for two channels, defined through the pressure fields p1 = z2−x2

and p2 = log(x2 + z2)/2, are given in figure B.6.

To establish whether the approximations made here were reasonable, simula-

tions using the full 2D model, including diffusion in the x and z direction, were

performed on the optimal interface shapes, that had been identified and shown

in figure 6. Simulation results from these calculations are shown in figure B.7.

In assessing the uniformity of the analyte, associated on the active area, the

following integral was used

Uniformity =

∫
S([B](x, z)− [B]mean)

2 dz dx

[B]2mean

∫
S dz dx

where S is the active surface and [B]mean is the average bound concentration.

Thus the analyte will be more uniformly bound over the sensor, as compared
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to the integrated system described in section 3. The resulting improvement

of the uniformity, for a system with α = 0.9, is about 25% compared to a

conventional channel from section 3. For higher values of α the improvement

is higher. This is due to the faster depletion of the bulk concentration so

that the analyte replenishment is more effective. There is a clear trade-off

between the tapered channels here and the straight channel system described

in section 3. In straight channels with the same reaction/convection number

up to twice as much of the analyte associates on the affinity sensor. The reason

for this is that the time where the bulk solution is not above the active area is

’lost time for binding’. It is therefore not surprising that a large fraction of the

analyte is not captured by the recognition molecules over the active area, this

loss is particularly true at the edges of the tapered channels. The difference

in capture fraction, between straight and tapered channels, decreases with

increasing reaction/convection number, α.

The major advantage for integrating tapered channels over the straight chan-

nels in affinity sensors is that multiple affinity sensors in series can be used.

For these tapered fluidic channels, the amount of analyte associated on the

active surface is dependent on the average flow velocity. Differences in the

rate constant for the association, ka, can be balanced by different average flow

velocities to yield the same level of association for different sensor elements.

By moderating the inlet-to-outlet size ratio, the average flow velocity can be

changed while still maintaining the flow rate over the whole system as con-

stant. By increasing the inlet-to-outlet ratio from 1.5 to 4.5 the attachment

level is decreased by a factor of 1.85. Thus for a series of sensors for the de-

tection of multiple analytes, the channels can be tailored to suit the binding

properties of the analyte-recognition system.
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5 Conclusion

To date, little consideration for both efficient and uniform mass transfer of

the analyte to the affinity sensors had been made. When microfluidic channels

are operated in the fully developed region, the depletion of the analyte plug

plays a significant role in the analyte association at the active surface. Here

theoretical models have been created for optimal integrated affinity sensor

design, whereby both uniform association of analyte and high yield of mass

transfer to the active area of affinity sensors could be achieved. This has been

achieved by consideration of flow speed, recognition molecule concentration

and channel shape design. Each system has specific advantages. A reduction

of the flow of an injected analyte plug over the affinity sensor in a rectangular

channel provides the most effective method for both providing efficient mass

transfer and uniformity of the analyte bound to the sensor surface, and this is

almost irrespective of the analyte concentration. An increase of the recognition

molecule concentration along the channel provides a stable method to achieve

a uniform association of analyte molecules. The application of tapered fluid

channels over the affinity sensor would provide the simplest practical approach

for transport of analyte to the active area of the sensor. Here the analyte will

be delivered to the active area in such a way that the resulting associated

analyte will be uniform over the affinity sensor. Furthermore these tapered

structures could be designed for a series of different analyte - recognition

molecules on different affinity sensors in series, thus tailoring each system for

the most efficient and effective detection of the analyte. Such a strategy has

not been previously reported.
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A Implementation and validation of the model

The governing equations are implemented in COMSOLMultiphysics 3.2 (COM-

SOL AB, Stockholm, Sweden) to carry out the numerical simulations. The di-

mension of the full 3D, dimensional convection-diffusion equation 1 is reduced

along the lines of section 4.1 to yield the 2D transport-reaction equation

∂ [A]

∂t
+ u

∂ [A]

∂x
+ w

∂ [A]

∂z
=−ka [A](1− [B]) +D

(
∂2 [A]

∂x2
+

∂2 [A]

∂z2

)
(A.1)

∂ [B]

∂t
= ka [A](1− [B]) (A.2)

In COMSOL Multiphysics, equation A.1 is defined as a ’Convection and Dif-

fusion’ model while equation A.2 is modelled through the ’Diffusion’ model.

Both models are linked through the reaction rate ka [A](1− [B]) which is de-

fined as a ’Subdomain Expression’. The temporal variable speed and spatial

variable recognition molecule concentration, from subsections 4.1 and 4.2, are

defined as ’Functions’ dependent on t and x, respectively. The flow speed, w,

in the z direction is zero except for the non-rectangular channels in subsec-

tion 4.3. The first calculations are then performed with the mesh COMSOL

generates automatically.

A comparison of the results for the numerical simulation with an analytical

approximation for equation 10, in the case of fast vertical diffusion, shows very

good agreement between the two solutions. In addition, we performed a mesh

convergence test where we compared the results for a coarse mesh with the

next finer, predefined, mesh size of COMSOL to deduce the necessary mesh

size. We also compared the analytic analyte input with the numerical analyte

input to find an upper boundary for the time stepping.
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B Figures
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Fig. B.1. Schematic diagram of an integrated microfluidic affinity sensor
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Fig. B.2. Simulated bulk concentration for one sensor patch of the multisensor

[2]. Contours of the analyte concentration are shown. Parameters: H = 35µm,

W = 5mm, L = 1.5mm, U = 14mms−1, [X0] = 7 · 10−8molm−2, [A0] = 0.1µM ,

ka = 8 · 105Ms−1
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Fig. B.3. Simulation results for a rectangular microfluidic channel for constant

flow rate (dashed line) (as described in section 3) and optimised flow rate (solid

line). Parameters: H = 10µm, W = 1.5mm, L = 1.6mm, U = 1mms−1,

[X0] = 1 · 10−8molm−2, [A0] = 0.1µM , ka = 2.4 · 105Ms−1
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Fig. B.4. Simulation results for a rectangular microfluidic channel for constant sur-

face site concentration (solid line) and optimised surface site concentration (dashed

line). The diagram shows the impact of applying the analyte over a sensor with

a non-constant surface site concentration: the analyte is associated in a more uni-

form way over the sensor. Parameters: H = 10µm, W = 1.5mm, L = 1.6mm,

U = 1mms−1, [X0] = 1 · 10−8molm−2, [A0] = 0.1µM , ka = 2.4 · 105Ms−1
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Fig. B.5. A plan view of a channel with decreasing width showing the geometry and

the streamlines. The edge of the channel is W (x) while g(x) is the curve separating

the region on the lower surface where there are active recognition molecules (shown

in grey) from the inactive region shown in white).
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Fig. B.6. Tapered channels which have very simple pressure distributions. Top:

Channel design and optimal sensing area for p1 = z2 − x2. Bottom: Channel design

and optimal sensing area for p2 = log(x2+ z2)/2. The optimal g(x) found using the

approxiamte method is also shown
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Fig. B.7. Simulation results showing the contours of the bound concentration, [B] for

the optimised channels after the analyte plug has exited the channel. Parameters:

H = 10µm,W (0) = 0.5mm,L = 1.6mm,U = 2mms−1, [X0] = 1 · 10−8molm−2,

[A0] = 0.1µM, ka = 2.4 · 105Ms−1
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